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The Night Access Plan lays out a strategy
that will make getting to and from
OHSU at night and early in the morning
safer, more convenient, comfortable,
and affordable.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To learn about issues facing late night and early morning travelers, whether
related to walking, biking, driving, or taking transit, we engaged with the OHSU
community between February and May 2016. We developed our outreach process
with the understanding that input from as many night travelers as possible would
lead to the most effective strategies in improving night transportation options
and experiences. We used several engagement strategies to provide as many
ways to participate in the Night Access Plan’s (NAP) development as possible,
including surveys, key informant interviews, overnight tabling events, community
presentations, and stakeholder roundtable discussions.
Depending on who we talked to, the understanding of the state of night
transportation to, from, and around OHSU varied drastically. However, throughout
the engagement process it became evident that there were key themes and
priorities regarding travel to OHSU late at night and early in the morning,
including:

Major gaps in connectivity between the South Waterfront and Marquam Hill
after the tram shuts down for the night

OHSU NIGHT ACCESS PLAN

Infrequent or nonexistent transit from distant connections—as well as
unreliable carpools—are a stressful issue for night and early morning
workers
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Poorly lit and unpopulated areas on campus make all modes of travel—
including biking, walking, and waiting for transit—feel unsafe
Transportation cost inequities between different OHSU groups depending
on their access to alternative transportation modes and parking permit
eligibility

BY THE NUMBERS

1,122 Night Employees Survey Responses
25 Community Interviews
160 Community Conversations

20 Stakeholders Representative of OHSU Operations
11 Portland Area Transportation Stakeholders
5 Active Transportation Planning Professionals

Oregon Health & Sciences University Night Access Plan
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

OUR PURPOSE
The overarching goal of the NAP community engagement strategy was to
encourage involvement by those most affected by night-related transportation
factors so that final NAP recommendations would be reflective of the needs and
values of the OHSU community.
Objectives of the NAP community engagement strategy were:

1) To develop a comprehensive understanding of the barriers, issues, and
concerns the OHSU community faces in accessing the campus between 9PM
and 6AM.
2) To initiate conversations with groups that fully reflect the entire OHSU
community, making explicit effort to reach community members from all
backgrounds with different experiences and perspectives.
3) To provide a two-way road of communication with the OHSU community,
adopting an approach centered around the unique needs and restraints
of the late night and early morning communities. This approach sought to
communicate issues to various groups and increase participation by all
groups.
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THE OHSU COMMUNITY

DEFINING WHO TO TALK TO

ENGAGEMENT TIMELINE

The OHSU community encompasses a wide variety of stakeholders and
representative groups. The scope of the community engagement strategy was
oriented towards hearing the needs of those traveling to and from the buildings
and institutions operated by OHSU at night, as they are most impacted by the
challenges night transportation brings.

Community voice was an important guiding force throughout the course of the
project. In the early stages of plan development, stakeholder interviews and
the NAP Employee Survey were the primary modes of data collection. Later
engagement events were designed to share initial findings and solicit further
feedback on potential recommendations.

To gather knowledge about transportation issues at night our primary
stakeholder groups included: health-related services staff (physicians, nurses,
lab technicians, etc.), campus support staff (Facilities, Food & Nutrition, etc.),
researchers, and academics (students, professors, etc.).
To better understand the context of opportunities and barriers for potential
recommendations, our stakeholder groups from the greater OHSU community
included: surrounding medical institutions (Veteran Affairs Medical Center,
Shriners Hospital), key Portland transportation providers, and South Waterfront
and Homestead Neighborhood Associations.

NIGHT ACCESS PLAN
STAKEHOLDER AND REPRESENTATIVE GROUPS
PRIMARY
STAKEHOLDERS
Health-related services staff
Campus support staff
Researchers
Academics

COMMUNITY
STAKEHOLDERS
Surrounding medical institutions
Key Portland transportation providers
South Waterfront Neighborhood Association
Homestead Neighborhood Association

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
TIMELINE
Website/Facebook
Launch

JAN
Strategic Transportation and Parking
Advisory Committee Presentation

Key Informant
Interview Window

South Waterfront Neighborhood Association Meeting
FEB
NAP Employee Survey Launch
NAP Neighborhood Survey Launch
MAR
Homestead Neighborhood Association Presentation

Tabling Event #2
Survey Results

OHSU Transportation and Parking Gallery Walk
PDX Professional Roundtable Discussion
Alta Planning + Design Pin-Up

Tabling Event #1
Survey Promotion

APR

OHSU Transportation and Parking
Recommendations Discussion
Homestead Neighborhood Association Presentation
MAY

Tabling Event #3
Recommendations

OHSU NAP: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

While nearby healthcare facilities such as the Veteran Affairs Medical Center and
the Shriner’s Hospital for Children may face similar issues, they manage their
own transportation and parking operations, and do not face the same regulatory
measures as OHSU. The surrounding neighborhoods, while also facing similar
transportation difficulties, differ intrinsically as they are not necessarily traveling
to these areas for work, and consequently face different issues.
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PROJECT AWARENESS

MAKING THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS
In order to generate as much exposure as possible to the project we used
several strategies to publicize and provide information. This enabled the
community to connect and share their thoughts and concerns related to night
transportation.

Hilltop Planning Website/ OHSU Night Access Plan Facebook
Online media approaches were used to convey project information, and were
periodically updated with event updates and details.

The OHSU Internal O2
The OHSU Internal O2 blog is a highly visible intranet site that is central to an
OHSU employee’s job as it provides information about employee services. This
proved an essential awareness strategy in promoting the NAP Employee Survey.

Flyer Campaign
Event flyers were an effective means of communication to reach the night
employee population, and were used to promote surveys and tabling events.
Flyers with project information were distributed through tabling events and left
in the break rooms of priority populations, Food & Nutrition and Facilities, to
promote participation.
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RESULTS
SURVEYS
INTERVIEWS
		

TABLING EVENT SERIES

			

COMMUNITY PRESENTATIONS AND ROUNDTABLES

We relied heavily on the OHSU community
to share its experiences traveling at night
through online surveys, in-person tabling events,
interviews, and anecdotes.

OHSU NAP: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

				OHSU GALLERY WALK
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SURVEY
SURVEY DESIGN
The NAP Employee Survey was designed to shed
light on the unique travel experience of OHSU night
workers, focusing on three main areas:

Who is travelling to OHSU between 9PM
and 6AM?
Why do they use or avoid certain modes of
travel?
What would make it easier for them to get
to and from OHSU?

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT RESULTS

We distributed the NAP Employee Survey online
through the OHSU internal O2 Blog, as well as
promoted it through tabling events, campus flyers,
and conversations. We also made a specific effort
to encourage potentially lower-income groups to
participate through flyering in break rooms and
locker areas of Food & Nutrition and Facilities
departments’ staff.
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The NAP Neighborhood Survey was disseminated
through the neighborhood listservs (maintained by
the South Waterfront and Homestead Neighborhood
Associations).
The NAP Recommendation Feedback Survey
was designed to facilitate feedback on potential
recommendations. It was distributed to an email
list of night employees identified from the NAP
Employee survey.

KEY ILLUMINATIONS
The issues that OHSU night travelers are most
affected by when choosing how to get to and from
OHSU are transit trips taking too long (39%), transit
service being infrequent and unreliable (32%),
expensive parking (28%), and transit service not
running all night (24%).
Extended tram and bus hours, cheaper and more
parking, and more transit and shuttles from outlying
hub areas were the most desired changes for
making getting to OHSU late at night and early in the
morning easier.
Current night drivers would be motivated to take
alternative modes through increased incentives or
discounts (24%), transit service before 6AM (12%),
a carpool buddy (9%), and more efficient and better
connected transit options.

Express buses are great, except they
don’t start running early enough.
With all express options available, I
cannot get to work before 6:36AM.
Total commute time is the biggest
detractor. For an average work day
using TriMet, I spent 12 hours away
from my eight month old son.
- Survey Respondent

SURVEY

Of the individuals that drive to OHSU central
campuses late at night or early in the morning, 16%
experience issues with paying for parking and 12%
experience issues with parking lot safety or security.
In an interview with Suzy Isham, the Administrative
Lieutenant-Police for OHSU, she identified car
break-ins as one of the biggest night safety and
security issues at OHSU, particularly in the patient
and visitor parking garages.
For those that walk to OHSU at night and early in the
morning, personal or traffic safety (58%), poorly lit
sidewalks (38%) and tram hours (29%) were the top
three areas of concern. One survey respondent noted
that she “ha[s] to walk up a ¼ mile up a dark scary
trail. [She] does not feel safe doing this.”
Personal or traffic safety (58%) poor bike lane
lighting (28%) and, appearing clean after biking
(30%) were identified by NAP Employee Survey
respondents as being three of the key issues with
biking to, from and around OHSU between the
hours of 9PM and 6AM. One survey respondent
enthusiastically shared her frustrations with the lack
of continuous, hazard-free bike lanes, or continuous
connections.
Through the NAP Employee Survey it became
clear that many of the individuals that travel to,
from and around OHSU late at night and early in
the morning use and rely on public transportation.
Furthermore, these people are traveling from
around the region and taking different transit lines.
In the NAP Employee Survey, 51% of those who use
transit identified long transit times as something
they experience issues with, 46% of them indicated
experiencing issues with infrequent or unreliable
service and 31% as having issues with the tram
not running all night. All three of these issue areas
relate to the value of time and the importance of

COMMUTE MOTIVATIONS AND BARRIERS
Those who:

and experience
issues with:

Do so because:

Those that don’t,
can’t, or choose not
to because:

* Saves time
* Irregular work schedule
* No transit available during
work hours

* Paying for parking for arriving before
transit is running and leaving after 8am
* Parking lot security/safety

WALK

* Parking is Costly
* Exercise
* Saves money

* Safety (personal or traffic)
* Poorly lit sidewalks
* Tram not running all night

* Distance too far
* Lack of time
* Concerns about safety

BIKE

* Exercise
* Parking is costly
* Saves money

* Safety (personal or traffic)
* Appearing clean after biking
* Poor bike lane lighting

* Concerns about safety
* Lack of time
* Weather conditions

* Parking is costly
* Transit stops near home
* Saves money

* Long transit trip times
* Infrequent or unreliable service
* Transit service doesn’t run all night

* Transit trips take too long
* Infrequent or unreliable
service
* Transit doesn’t run all night

* Carpool works only one way
* Carpool not always reliable

* Carpool does not work with
schedule
* Lack of information about
carpool services
* Carpool doesn’t come near
home

DRIVE
ALONE

TAKE
TR ANSIT
CARPOOL

* Saves money
* Parking is costly
* Parking is hard to find

connectivity. Something else to keep in mind when
thinking about current transit conditions for those
traveling to, from and around OHSU, is that using
public transit oftentimes also entails using active
modes of travel (e.g. biking and walking). Public
transit rarely offers door-to-door service.
The two main issue areas identified in the NAP
Employee Survey regarding carpooling are that
carpooling only works one way (22%) and that
carpooling is not always reliable (21%).

I really don’t want to have a car but there’s
no other way to get up here. There’s a gap
where there’s no other choice.
- Resident of Family Medicine

OHSU NAP: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

KEY ILLUMINATIONS CONT.
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SURVEY

KEY ILLUMINATIONS FROM
THE RECOMMENDATIONS SURVEY
From the 129 employees that responded, the top
three action areas were: (1) Expanding OHSUsponsored transportation options to fill gap in tram
and transit service, (2) Prioritizing parking for night
and early morning commuters, and (3) Improving
conditions for people walking and biking to OHSU at
night.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT RESULTS

To fill the transportation gap left by the nightly
closure of the Aerial Tram, respondents most
favored shuttling both between OHSU and regional
transit centers and park and rides, as well as
between central campuses. 56% of respondents
thought that a new type of parking pass based on
transit availability during start/end of shift would be
most effective in prioritizing parking for night and
early-morning commuters.
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To improve walking and biking conditions for those
choosing active modes at night, respondents
indicated that the most effective improvement
would focus on bike facilities in Garage E, including
more bike racks, improving their security, adding
showers, and providing lockers. Better lighting on
Terwilliger between Sheridan and Campus Drive
and improvements on SW Trail #1 were identified as
second and third most effective strategies.

INTERVIEWS

We spoke with 29 different stakeholders and
subject matter experts that represented various
perspectives related to night transportation around
OHSU. Stakeholders were representative of a wide
variety of fields, including overnight staff managers
and operations coordinators. Subject matter experts
ranged from Portland area transportation providers
such as Portland Streetcar and TriMet, to lighting
and active transportation professionals including
Alta Planning + Design and Portland State University
School of Architecture faculty.
Interviews generally had two Hilltop Planning
representatives present and were held at the time
and location that best suited the interviewee.
Conversations were loosely structured around
questions aimed at learning their perspective
on night transportation options and patterns,
their understandings of barriers and problems
related to night travel, and factors that complicate
implementing solutions that make night travel
easier.

When you’re done with your shift, you’re
so emotionally ravaged, so when you see a
ticket on your car you just break down. These
little things just make you crazy.
- Family Medicine Resident

KEY ILLUMINATIONS

All decision makers at OHSU work typical
daytime shifts, making it difficult for them to
understand nighttime issues aside from general
acknowledgement that traveling to or from OHSU
at night is probably difficult. In addition, nighttime
transportation problems are not yet high priorities
for many area transportation professionals and
bureaus.
Representatives in transportation bureaus believe
they’re doing everything they can already. For
example, MAX can’t run later due to maintenance
complications, Portland Aerial Tram can’t run
later due to its astronomical cost, and nightowl bus
service is 10-20 years out at the soonest. Fixing
nighttime transportation issues will likely fall mostly
to OHSU until Portland grows enough to support
additional night transportation options.
Several people working on Marquam Hill mentioned
vandalism (slashing of car tires, smash-and-grabs
of belongings in cars) and safety as big issues on
campus. This is amplified by the lack of security
cameras throughout the garages, and often poor
lighting. The hill feels unsafe at night, sometimes
like an unoccupied warehouse district due to the
number of loading docks facing streets. Looking at
lower, people-focused lighting (rather than very
high traditional street lighting) could help with this,
as well as better wayfinding and landmarks on
campus.

Parking is a contentious issue for many people who
need it. Residents in particular, working 70-80 hours
per week, have incredibly variable schedules and
have trouble predicting when they will be held over
past the 8AM mark. Being emotionally drained and
dealing with parking tickets is hard.
More housing is needed closer to OHSU, and
housing that lower-wage earners can afford. This
would reduce overall commute times and give
workers more transportation options by being more
centrally located.
The uses of the two central campuses are currently
in flux: out-patient care and academics are being
moved off-hill as much as possible while in-patient
care is staying/moving onto the hill. This is an effort
to concentrate high-traffic activities to South
Waterfront. Aligning more late night uses with
walking and biking routes will encourage activity on
the street.
OHSU NAP: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

INTERVIEW APPROACH
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TABLING EVENT SERIES

TABLING STRATEGY

To further connect with the OHSU night community we held three tabling
events, two in the late afternoon/evenings which were scheduled based on key
shift change hours, and one overnight. The goals of the tabling series were to
connect with night workers on their way to work or on a break and learn about
their challenges getting to and from work. Each event varied slightly in time
and location, as we adapted through experience, learning where night workers
tended to pass by and take breaks.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT RESULTS

Sticky note feedback from Tabling Event #1
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EVENT 1: SURVEY PROMOTION

EVENT 2: SURVEY RESULTS

EVENT 3: RECOMMENDATIONS

Prompted with the question “What would make
travel to, from, and around OHSU between 9PM
and 6AM easier for you,” participants were asked to
generate solutions and invited to identify problem
areas on an OHSU area map. The goal was to
complement and promote the recent release of the
NAP Survey and learn about night transportation
barriers and concerns. Tabling hours were held
from 4:30AM-7:30AM at the 24-hour Cafe on Third,
4:30PM-7:30PM at the Kohler Pavilion, and finally
back at the Cafe on Third from 7:30PM-11:00PM.

The second tabling event was designed to share
initial results with the community from the NAP
Survey and continue the conversation with night
employees about finding potential solutions to the
identified problems. Participants were prompted
with the same question as Tabling Event #1 but were
also presented with infographics of initial findings.
Tabling hours were held from 1:30AM-4AM and
4AM-7AM at the Cafe on Third and 3PM-6PM on the
Marquam Hill tram platform.

The final tabling event sought to present draft
recommendation action areas and strategies to
address the issues identified. We encouraged
participants to evaluate which options would make it
easiest for them to travel to OHSU during late night
and early morning hours and pick their favorites by
applying sticky dots to the presentation board. The
event was held in Kohler Pavilion (KPV) from 2:30PM
- 7PM, a time and location pre-determined to have
high visibility for those working late night and early
morning hours at OHSU.

KEY ILLUMINATIONS

KEY ILLUMINATIONS

KEY ILLUMINATIONS

For those getting off of work after 1AM or beginning
before 5AM, extremely limited options exist for
getting to and from OHSU. The closure of the tram
after 9:30PM essentially unplugs the Marquam
Hill campus from the South Waterfront, restricting
access to travel options available there. Unreliable
carpools and transit from distant connections
are stressful issues for night and early morning
workers, negatively impacting work arrival times.

We experienced low attendance at this event.
Participants were interested in project findings and
appreciative that night access issues were being
investigated, but offered little other feedback.

The most popular recommendation action area was
expanding OHSU-sponsored options to fill the gap
in tram and transit service at night. Participants
were also interested in recommendations related
to improving walking and biking conditions at night
and prioritizing parking for night and early morning
commuters. Other conversation covered how slight
adjustments in tram opening operating hours
would more efficiently align work schedules with
transit schedules.

COMMUNITY PRESENTATIONS AND ROUNDTABLES

S. WATERFRONT & HOMESTEAD NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION MEETINGS

The Strategic Transportation and Parking Advisory
Committee (STPAC) is an independently organized
committee of OHSU. Its members address parking
appeals and provide a greater OHSU community
perspective on transportation-related issues
affecting OHSU’s central campuses. We presented
at the March 3, 2016 STPAC meeting, introducing
the scope of the project and identifying key areas of
investigation.

To connect with the non-employee community
surrounding OHSU, we attended three neighborhood
association meetings, listening to the current
concerns facing the South Waterfront community,
and sharing our project process with the Homestead
Neighborhood Association.

KEY ILLUMINATIONS

KEY ILLUMINATIONS

The issues facing those who are able to drive
to campus for late night or early morning shifts
are centered around parking “illegally” in lots
not designated for them during certain hours
(namely 3PM - 5PM and 8AM - 10AM). Improving
night transportation options just isn’t merely a
parking issue; the availability of alternative forms
of transportation at all hours of the day influences
OHSU’s ability to recruit and retain top employees.

The Homestead Neighborhood is primarily
concerned with issues associated with any additional
traffic on the hill, namely cars speeding up and
down the hill. Neighbors have fought having
additional Car2Go spaces on the neighborhood
streets, most likely for this same reason. While
neighbors are concerned about traffic and safety,
they are also interested in being better connected to
local nightlife activity.
At our second visit with the Homestead
Neighborhood Association in May, we shared our
findings and draft recommendations. In observation
of the obstacle map, neighbors underscored the
importance of accounting for other approaches
to the Marquam Hill campus, such as improving
connections to the stairs at SW Terwilliger and SW
Condor for pedestrian access from the southeast
and improving SW Marquam Hill Road from the west
for drivers. A key topic of importance continued to

Describing hazardous intersections at the Homestead
Neighborhood Association meeting

be managing Car2Go, both in terms of allocated
parking and in what encouraging its use would do
to traffic. Neighbors also showed strong support for
recommendations that improved lighting and tying
into Metro’s Southwest Corridor Project.
OHSU NAP: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

STRATEGIC TRANSPORTATION AND
PARKING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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COMMUNITY PRESENTATIONS AND ROUNDTABLES
PDX TRANSPORTATION PROFESSIONAL ALTA PLANNING + DESIGN FIRM PIN-UP
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate potential recommendations
and identify barriers to their implementation, we
invited key Portland transportation stakeholders
to discuss the issues they face in addressing
night transportation issues and identify areas
where collaboration could occur to improve night
transportation to and from OHSU.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT RESULTS

KEY ILLUMINATIONS
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Lower demand at night and lack of reliable
information about night travelers makes supporting
night transportation difficult. Lighting interventions
can address several safety issues, but needs to be
designed to protect individuals rather than isolate
them. For example, Jeff Schnable, an architecture
professor from Portland State University, talked
about how lighting at transit stops can actually
do more harm than good by blinding those waiting
from what is going on around them if the lights are
too bright, making them easy targets for criminals.
He also brought up the effects of perceived
occupancy, and thereby increased safety and
comfort, that are apparent when porch lights (in
residential neighborhoods) or office and department
lights near the exterior facades of buildings are
illuminated at night.
Further conversation covered possibilities for
collaboration between TriMet and OHSU to optimize
the usage of Park & Ride and shuttle services. This
conversation also included other options related
to rideshare (e.g. Lyft) and underutilized (for this
population) parking and transit centers.

To explore strategies to improve active transportation
opportunities to, from and around OHSU we consulted
with Alta Planning + Design, a firm of planners and
engineers specializing in creating active communities
through transportation planning and implementation.
Participants worked through walking and biking
obstacles identified through existing conditions
and community engagement, generating potential
solutions and areas for further exploration.

KEY ILLUMINATIONS

From latest technology and drastic improvements
in bike infrastructure to (seemingly) less exciting
parking policy changes and drivers educational
campaigns, the discussion at Alta Planning + Design
covered a range of topics and helped us come full
circle in thinking about improving night transportation
for OHSU employees. One thing that was particularly
helpful was breaking down possible improvements
for dangerous intersections, such as SW Sam
Jackson Park Road and Terwilliger.

OHSU PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION STAFF GALLERY WALK
GALLERY SET-UP

KEY ILUMINATIONS

After our initial outreach findings from the survey,
tabling events, and interviewing process had been
analyzed and general topic themes were identified,
six major barriers in traveling to, from, or around
OHSU at night emerged. These barriers were
presented at the OHSU Parking & Transportation
staff meeting through a gallery walk. Participants
formed small groups to visit stations around the
room and generate potential solutions, spending
roughly five minutes at each station. We staffed each
station with members of our team to encourage
discussion and provide any needed clarification.

Participants generated a variety of solutions, the most popular concepts being
the initiation of a shuttle service to select Park & Rides to outlying connections
and running a limited shuttle service between the Marquam Hill and South
Waterfront campuses to pick up where the tram leaves off in the night. Other
ideas developed are presented below:

To Improve:

We Could:

Parking burden/costs unfairly falling
on some more than others, especially
for those that arrive early in the
morning.

* Implement a reverse swing shift permit
policy to redistribute costs
* Pay for car ride service for one leg of
the trip

Limited to no late night or morning
transit service

* Start shuttle service to select Park &
Rides
* Release credits for Uber during limited
hours

The lack of connections between the
two campuses when the tram isn’t
running

* Run a limited shuttle service that
supports night shift changes
* Improve trail connections through better
lighting and signage

Difficult conditions for walkers and
bikers

* Improve lighting around common
pathways
* Improve trail connections through better
lighting and signage

Difficulty coordinating carpool
schedules

* Develop an OHSU carpool tool that
allows for real-time connections
* Encourage department managers to
promote carpools through schedule
sharing with other departments

OHSU NAP: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

* Improve lighting around common
The perception of safety at night while
pathways
walking outdoors around campus
* Make the public safety escort service
more accessible and known
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NEXT STEPS

KEEPING THE CONVERSATION GOING
In order to continue to improve night transportation options at OHSU it will
be imperative keep to involving the night traveling community to ensure the
developments taking place match their needs. Furthermore, as OHSU begins to
draft a larger transportation plan for the entirety of the OHSU campus, soliciting
feedback of night travelers will be an integral part in identifying successful
strategies to benefit the entire community.
We suggest three main strategies to continue and deepen the relationship
between the OHSU Transportation and Parking department and the night
traveling community:

Continue targeted outreach efforts towards those facing greater
barriers in travel. This should include a continued focus on lower
income groups traveling to OHSU at night and making it easier for nonnative English speakers to voice their opinions through translation of
event announcements and surveys.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT RESULTS

Integrate NAP Survey questions into the annual OHSU transportation
survey for a complete 24/7 perspective.
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Share collected data on night travel patterns with other area
transportation providers to promote collaborative efforts towards
improving night transit.

A: NIGHT ACCESS SURVEY QUESTIONS AND
RESPONSES
B: STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW LIST
C: TABLING EVENT # 1 TRANSCRIPTION
D: OHSU GALLERY WALK TRANSCRIPTION
E: PORTLAND TRANSPORTATION AND PLANNING
PROFESSIONAL ROUNDTABLE TRANSCRIPTION
OHSU NAP: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A: NIGHT ACCESS SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
The following questions were distributed
through the survey software Qualtrics to
the OHSU employee community. Based on
respondent selections of mode choice, they
may or may not see all of the questions
below. Quantitative results are shared
below.
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APPENDIX A: NIGHT ACCESS SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
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APPENDIX A: NIGHT ACCESS SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
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APPENDIX A: NIGHT ACCESS SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
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•

Hilary Alter - Development Associate, Zidell Marine Corporation

•

Phil Olmstead - Senior Associate, Nelson\Nygaard

•

Kerry Ayres-Palanuk, Service Planning Manager, TriMet

•

Jeff Schnabel - Assistant Professor, PSU School of Architecture

•

Dan Bower - Executive Director, Portland Street Car Inc.

•

Ian Stude - Director, PSU Parking and Transportation Services

•

Adriana Britton - Transportation Options Coordinator, TriMet

•

Sara Vonde Veld - Associate Director, OHSU Campus Planning

•

Pete Collins - Director, South Waterfront Community Relations

•

Desza Domingas - Healthcare Volunteer Services Coordinator, OHSU

•

Rachel Dresbeck - Researcher, OHSU

•

Ray Gardner - General Manager Portland Tramway, Doppelmayr

•

Susan Gibson-Hartnett - Former OHSU Transportation and Parking Director

•

Michael Harrison -

•

Jessica Horning -

•

Lt. Suzy Isham - University Police Lieutenant, OHSU

•

Kiel Johnson - Founder and CEO, Go by Bike

•

Julie Jorgensen - Nurse (Pediatric ER), OHSU

•

Lisa Kip - Family Medicine Resident, OHSU

•

Sheila Lyons - Statewide Bike Ped Coordinator, ODOT

•

Anna Mapes - Nurse, OHSU

•

Hilary Matthews, Nurse, OHSU

•

Krista Mccoy - Nurse (Adult ED), OHSU

•

Tom Mills - Senior Planner, TriMet

•

David Newell - Manager of Delivery and Fleet Services, OHSU

APPENDIX C: TABLING EVENT #1 TRANSCRIPTION
Participants were asked to post comment on the board provided on what issues
they face and what would make late night and early morning travel to OHSU
easier for them. See comments by category below:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More frequent bus routes (6-6:30 Shift)
Better signage from clinic below to top of hill
Increase parking, make shifts like 3-11AM, reduced parking price
Carpooling program or phone app
No traffic more parking
Make the Line 8 frequent service last longer
Uber style for OHSU
Another tram
BIG UMBRELLAS
Extra bus early - start work @ 5:30AM
Funicular from south end of downtown
Later tram hours (12-10PM shift)
Shuttle or bus to Vancouver (1:30-10PM shift/ cafeteria)
Bad transit transfer timing esp for those going to Hillsboro
Before 1:30 must move car every two hours - switched shift to 1:30 now has
free parking (food/nutrition)
More max trains, more direct routes from southeast, 2 more trams, trams
open before 4:30
Keep tram platform doors unlocked to access parking below
Last bus is at 12, so have to leave before end of shift (F & N)
7-7 shift, staying late for meeting. Have to move car.
Available parking (6AM-6:30PM shift)
Increase tram hours
Shuttle or parking starting @ 12pm
Tram open weekends/eve/nights :) so I can move off hill
Keep tram open - shifts start @ 5AM, have to pay for parking b/c no tram
11-11 shift no tram :( No MAX until 12am
24 hour daycare
Later air tram hours :) or something convenient to replace
Less traffic
Tram being open late and on weekends
Shuttle from outlying buildings to tram
No bus in the early morning - parking too expensive (F & N)
Closer shuttle to tram
Tram ran more often - More Car2Go spots on hill
More staff facilities for bike storage & locker rooms & showers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More EV high speed chargers
Tram run to 10PM
Park & Ride shuttle to Vancouver for shifts that get off @ 19:30
Scholls Ferry 6:20 AM express needs to come earlier
Or shifts start at 7AM
More free/cheaper parking (9am-7pm)
Lot F needs to be for patients
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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APPENDIX D: OHSU GALLERY WALK TRANSCRIPTION

BARRIERS TO ACCESSING OHSU AT NIGHT

1.) Parking burden/costs unfairly falls on some
more than others, especially for those that arrive
early in the morning
• Reverse swing shift permits (6)
• OHSU Shuttles
• Pay car ride service for one leg of trip
• Release a ‘twilight’ permit opposite of swing
shift (expanding options beyond pay stations)
• Capacity based on hour not day
• Shift based pricing - less convenient shifts have
cheaper rates
• Make Koehler reverse swing shift parking lot
(Koehler lot is always empty 8-5)
• Most congestion in evening - not morning
• Shifts used to be in line with parking hours only 3 shifts
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2.) Limited to no late night or morning transit
service
• Shuttle Service to certain park & rides (9)
• Credit for Uber’s (4)
• Priority parking permits for off-hour shift
workers (3)
• More Car2Go spaces (2)
• Drop off zones for Uber/taxis
• More space for parking passes
• Credit parking for adjusting shifts to fall within
TriMet hours
• Institutional schedule reform
3.) Walking around/being outside on campus at
night does not feel safe or comfortable
• Hire more security/improve lighting (4)
• Improved lighted walking paths (4)
• More public safety presence at night (2)
• Public Safety escort, improve their response
time, have more than just officers that work at
night, app that goes directly to DPS for walking
around with geolocation (4)
• Install more cameras (2)
• More frequent bus service
• Complimentary mace
• Improve lighting/presence in 1 diamond areas
• Valet service to more vehicles after hours to

•
•
•
•
•
•

closer locations
Better lighting from dotter lot crosswalk
Patrol drones
Lobby transit screen
Building access instead of using the streets
Garage D lighting to pathways
Allow employees to park in KPV, not just after
8AM

4.) There is no easy way to get between the two
central campuses when the tram isn’t running
• Limited Shuttle Service (runs around/supports
shift changes) (9)
• Improve pedestrian trail (stairs, lights, signage)
(5)
• Pay for Uber (4)
• Valet service for cars up or down the hill (2)
• Funiculars
• Utilize delivery and fleet services that have
small vehicles to help employees get between
campuses
5.) Conditions are challenging for bikers and
walkers
• Lighting by lumens all over (4)
• Lighted bike/walk path markings (3)
• Improve trail from waterfront to hill (3)
• Improve campus drive bike lane (2)
• Improve bike lane on Terwilliger /Sam Jackson
(2)
• Bike shuttle service at night (2)
• Subsidize electric bikes to make riding a bike
uphill easier (include electric bike in a bike
share) (2)
• On call safety escorts (2)
• Separated bike/walk lanes
• Designated bike or walk only path that is lighted
• Reassess all asphalt around campus
6.) Autocentric travel - Difficulty coordinating
carpool schedules
• Develop OHSU carpool app (maybe merger of
Uber/drive connect, allows real time carpool
connections, has ‘match-up’ options for

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

compatibility) (6)
Department managers promote carpools based
on employee locations, list starting times of
shifts to communicate with other departments,
look at where groups lives to coordinate
neighborhood based carpools (3)
Promote transit center carpool locations (2)
Access/recommend craigslist carpool (2)
OHSU specific car share (2)
Personality survey to match carpoolers (quit vs
talking)
Encourage vanpooling by subsidizing
Park @ park and ride and then carpool together
and user Uber either together or alone to leave
Clear rules on when carpool partner is gone
Coffee incentive
Website for riders wanted (hours and
destinations)
Being more intentional about reaching out for
rides (between employees at work)

APPENDIX E: PDX TRANSPORTATION + PLANNING PROFESSIONAL ROUNDTABLE
TRANSCRIPTION

How can we make walking better for those
traveling at night?
• SW corridor
• Signalized crossings
• Sidewalks on bigger streets
• Guide to bigger streets
• CPTED
• Lighting - Isolated at transit stops (Can’t see
distances)
• Targeting areas for investment (bus stops, etc)
• More affordable lighting
• Having routes near retail open later or active
transit around those open areas
• Human lighting (occupancy)
• Distribution of light v. quality of light
• Porch lighting
• Educational about actual travel time
• Internal building illumination (eyes on the street)
Recommendation Exercise: Improving SW Trails
• Education about night travel time/distance
• Connections to trail heads
• Address safety around homeless camps
• Can make it safe physically but does it feel safe?
How can we make biking better for those traveling
at night?
• Having a designated bikeway or route
• The grade provides difficulty

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safer storage facilities
That aren’t remote, still connected, people feel
most vulnerable when locking up
Bike facilities can be tricky to access
Customized info for new employees
Bike buddies
24 hour Bike valet
Improving bike trial program with bikes with
better lights

How can we make carpooling better for those
traveling at night?
• Partner with organization that provides service
• Electronic bulletin board - real time who needs
to get where
• Parking permits
• Lyft Line - more impulsive but also expensive
• More options/modes and better locations/
destinations

Recommendation Exercise: Construct Bike Path
Between Central Campuses
• Neighborhood Greenway
• Wayfinding
• Trams has been most effective in increasing
biking, but how do you finish the last mile?
• Taxi’s cheaper to run than a tram extension
• Improve infrastructure around bottom of other
potential tram
How can we make taking transit better for those at
night?
• Set up taxi/uber zone in bar district run OHSU
shuttle from there
• Shuttle to smart park garages - cheaper for
night employees
• Schedule for work/life balance
• Frequency of transit
• Night Commuters coming from farther out
Recommendation Exercise: Provide shuttle service
to major regional transit centers/park’ n’ rides
• Barriers:
• Overlap in services
• Filling up lots causes issues for others
• Demand - when people need to park
• Motivators:
• Alternative to lyft/taxi
• Shared use park and ride locations (churches)
utilize not full areas
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What are barriers to implementing solutions to
barriers for those traveling at night?
• Fewer users overall
• Expensive to serve those trips
• Safety lighting
• Maintenance
• Knowledge about better connections/
destinations
• Less staffing
• Uneven demand and ridership
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